
The Richardson Mine was open between 1931 and 1940. The Mine was also known as 

the Ida Clara mine, which was named after Mrs. Richardson, the wife of the Richardson Estate 

owner where the mine was located. The Richardson Mine was previously known as the 

Richardson’s Slope, it was one of a two slope tipple, the second slope was named after the 

Fiddick’s. The Richardson and Fiddick’s slopes closed down in the early 20th century, and later 

reopened as the Richardson Mine. The Ida Clara Richardson mine was small in comparison to 

other mines in Nanaimo during this period. It was relatively unsuccessful and only produced 

approximately 3000 tonnes of coal a year; around half of highly productive mines in the time, 

such as Lantzville Colliers. Since the mine operated during the Depression and wasn't very 

productive, its owners often couldn't pay their workers, but offered them shares in the mine 

instead. When profits were made they would be divided up between shareholders. Though there 

was no recorded disasters, deaths, or injuries in the Richardson’s mine, flooding was a prominent 

issue. Coal miners would often have to scoop water out with buckets and barrels. Children as 

young as 14 were employed in this mine. 



Image of the Original Fiddick’s and Richardson Slopes prior to closure: 
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